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“Remember to replace your
divots!”
I wasn’t sure if it was a comment on
my golf skills or a tip on navigating
through life. I am pretty sure that Dr.
Cummings was commenting on
both. Replacing your divots is one
of the best life skills anyone can
possess. Advancement requires
dedication, devotion, time,
ingenuity, persistence and recognition. Recognition enables the
opportunity for advancement and change. Change encourages
aeration and renewed productivity. With each turnover, new insights
and approaches can be fostered, based on the platform of the
pastures of old but with a new perspective and possibility.
Change can be daunting to people and institutions alike. Greatness
requires a strong foundation, a foundation that is immutable.
Change challenges the foundation, retaining the strong and
immovable, while helping to enrich the surface. Replacing one’s
divots enhances the foundation and is as important as the
movement forward. If the foundation does not remain strong and
the environment allowed to become fallow, future growth will be
stunted and withered, leading inevitably to the collapse of even the
foundation.
Over the past few years, the ABEA council has sought to renew the
society through specific changes in committee structure,
involvement and services. Initiated during the Presidency of Peter
Koltai, thoughtful restructuring and reorganization has solidified our
foundation and put the ABEA into position for renewed strength,
opportunity and growth. It is an exciting time. There are many new
possibilities for committee involvement and I encourage all of you to
consider involvement in the new committee structure.
I cannot thank all of the ABEA Council members enough for their
support, guidance and hard work over the last year. Each has
stepped up and worked tirelessly in their new positions to solidify the
foundation on which the ABEA is built but embracing change to
renew the vigor and growth for our future.
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Of course, Katie Fitzgerald deserves the highest accolades. Nothing would happen and all would collapse if
not for Katie. Timelines, reminders, suggestions, encouragements and new ideas are just a few of the things
she helped me with this past year. I will remember this year fondly because of the help she provided to me. I
cannot express my gratitude enough to her.
New to the scientific meeting this year and to encourage membership involvement, a call for panel
submissions was made. I did not realize how difficult it was going to be to select from the numerous
submissions. All were top notch and it was disappointing that only a few could be selected for our meeting
this year because of time restraints. It speaks to the strength of our society. I hope that you all will continue to
submit your ideas for panels so that we may highlight your work and learn from your experience. I am
encouraged by the response and the eagerness for inclusion.
We have had a long relationship with the Annals of Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology. We are thankful for
the support and the relationship we have had over the years. The journal has been purchased by Sage
Publishing. This has given us an opportunity to revalue our relationship and to consider a change. In kind, we
have ended our contractual agreement with the Annals but hope that the Annals will continue to thrive.
With the help of ABEA Editor, Al Merati, a new relationship has been forged with the Laryngoscope. The
Laryngoscope will now be the official journal of the ABEA. They will carry our logo and will be our main
society mouthpiece. This relationship will give them the first right for publication of papers presented at our
scientific meeting. The Laryngoscope currently carries a higher impact score than our previous journal. This
gives our presenters an opportunity to have their work published with greater impact. The ABEA will also
recommend a member to serve as a section editor as well as two members to serve on the editorial board.
This is a new opportunity not included in our previous relationship. The membership will gain access to the
electronic edition of the Laryngoscope. The ABEA will also receive an annual royalty in recognition of the
affiliation. Overall, the ABEA Council is very excited about this change with its new opportunities and value to
our members.
To continue on the theme of change and responsibility, I ask you to consider contributing to one of our
Circles of Giving. Your philanthropy enables our society to replace divots and reward excellence. It
establishes a lasting foundation for awards, travel grants and seed money for research projects and task
forces. The ABEA has always lead the way with forward thinking and commitment to impact change for the
good of our patients and society. The Button Battery Task Force is direct and recent evidence of this. Giving
at any level with help to continue this tradition and strengthen the core on which our society is built. Thank
you!
I am very excited about this year’s Scientific Meeting in Chicago. I am indebted to the entire program
committee but especially to the Program Chair, Mark Gerber, MD. Mark has without fail taken the timeline to
heart and without exception has made impeccable decisions to create what I think you will find to be one of
the best scientific programs ever. I cannot thank Mark Gerber enough for his help and leadership.
My guest of honor is Diane Bless, PhD. She is Professor Emerita at the University of Wisconsin. Mirroring the
theme of building and replacing divots, she has built a power house of voice and laryngology in Madison.
Her career stands on its own but she was also instrumental in convincing Charles Ford, MD to expand his
interests into laryngology and voice. This has lead to collaborations that have advanced our prime
understanding of laryngeal and voice disorders and treatment. These seminal discoveries and advancements
are some of the reasons that I have chosen Dr. Charles Ford to receive the 2016 Chevalier Q. Jackson Award.
Both Drs. Ford and Bless recognized the potential and fostered the career of this year’s Chevalier Q. Jackson
Lecturer, Natham Welham, PhD. Dr. Welham is masterful in his clinical skills and has developed an impressive
lab revolving around the proteomics of the larynx. He recently received national recognition in the press
after a paper he published in Science Translational Medicine on Bioengineered Vocal Fold Mucosa for Voice
Restoration. Nathan also helped his wife deliver their youngest child unexpectedly early at home, before
paramedics could arrive. I am not sure there is anything that Nathan cannot do. I think you will enjoy his
lecture this year, “Go Big!”. Having met Jack Jiang, MD PhD at Northwestern University when I was a resident,
it was already recognizable that he was something different. When Dr. David Hanson passed away, Dr. Ford
worked to help Dr. Jiang to his next career level, successfully recruiting him to Madison. At the University of
Wisconsin, Jack has been awarded numerous NIH supported grants.
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Jack, in turn, has been a tremendous ally to students, residents and faculty alike, helping them fulfill their
research ideas with support and guidance. It is an honor to offer Dr. Jiang a Presidential Citation. Finally, I
would like to award a Presidential Citation for a Young and Upcoming physician scientist. You should all
watch for Matt Hoffman, MD PhD. He received his PhD in Communicative Sciences and Disorders with Dr.
Jiang as his advisor. Matt will grow to be the true triple threat. As one of our first year residents, he is rapidly
learning to master the intricacies of patient care and surgical technique. All the while, he also has been able
to remain in the research arena, developing protocols and involving students and residents alike, already
replacing the divots from which he came. Remember his name! You will see him again.
I have chosen this group of people to honor not only because of the work each has done individually. They
definitely deserve this recognition by their works alone. I have chosen to honor them together, however,
because this cluster of people, although very different, has not only benefited by the help of others but has
also directly benefited and helped others through hard work, diligence and by meticulously replacing their
divots.
“Remember to replace your divots!”
I look forward to seeing you all at the ABEA Scientific Meeting in Chicago, May 18-19.

Scotty
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ABEA’S 2016 ANNUAL MEETING
May 18-19, 2016 at the Hyatt Regency in Chicago, IL
Visit www.cosm.md and register today!
2016 GUEST OF HONOR
Dr. Diane Bless is the guest of honor for the ABEA 2016 Scientific Meeting. Dr. Bless was awarded the
Frank R. Kleffner Lifetime Clinical Career Award by ASHA in 2009, speaking to
her lifetime clinical contributions to laryngology. She also has over 150
publications supported by numerous NIH grants, advancing our scientific
understanding of the voice, the vocal folds and scar.
She is professor emeritus at The University of Wisconsin. She has been key to
the mentorship and development of many brilliant minds who have now
become leaders in laryngology and speech pathology. Dr. Bless takes credit
for encouraging Dr. Charles Ford to begin his interest in the Larynx and
Voice. She has developed a strong and active voice and swallow program
in Madison.

D IANE B LESS , PH D

Dr. Bless is one of the main reasons I came to Madison to start my career. Dr.
Diane Bless and Dr. Charles Ford were exceedingly complimentary during
their careers helping each to reach yet that next level of understanding and
mastery. We all have so much to thank for Dr. Bless and her continuing
legacy.

PRESIDENTIAL CITATIONS
Jack Jiang, MD PhD receives the ABEA 2016 Presidential Citation. I met Jack in during my residency in
Chicago at Northwestern University when he was working with David Hanson, MD in 1992.
He was a powerhouse of research developing modeling
and research devices to study the effect of Parkinson’s
on the voice. Our ways diverged but we were reunited
as faculty members of the University of Wisconsin School
of Medicine and Public Health with Charles Ford, MD as
Chairman.
Jack Jiang has been awarded numerous R01 NIH grants
and continues to be a driving force of laryngeal
research, mentoring students and graduate students. He
is a fantastic collaborator and creative thinker. He was
awarded the Presidential Early Career Award for
Scientists and Engineers (PECASE) in 2001. An award
JACK JIANG, MD, PH D
presented to him at the White House by President Bush. As well as
advancing our scientific knowledge of the larynx and voice through his own research, Jack has
touched and shaped the lives of numerous student, residents and faculty, helping them to answer
scientific questions of their own with his help. He has been an invaluable resource, collaborator and
friend.
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Presidential citations and accolades generally go to established and mature
clinicians and researchers. I want to highlight a young man who I think
deserves early recognition so that his career and development can be
watched and tracked closely.
He is on track for meteoric rise to the triple threat of clinician, researcher and
teacher. Matt received his PhD from the Department of Communicative
Sciences and Disorders University of Wisconsin with Jack Jiang, PhD as his
faculty advisor.
Graduating from medical school, Dr. Hoffman is now one of our young
residents who is rapidly developing his clinical and surgical skills at an
accelerated rate due to his diligence and devotion to excellence. He also
has continued to be active in research, leading multiple clinical research
teams, despite his busy clinical demands, by recruiting and encouraging
M ATTHEW H OFFMAN , MD, PH D
students and fellow residents, helping to advance their careers and
interests as well. Matt has authored over 66 publications to date.
I hope you will take note of Matt Hoffman’s name and watch for him. He is on track to be the elusive triple
threat and I expect he will be on the forefront of our understanding and resolution of laryngeal and voice
problems.

CHEVALIER Q. JACKSON AWARD
The Chevalier Q. Jackson Award 2016 is presented to Charles N. Ford, MD.
Chevalier Q. Jackson was the father of the ABEA, creating the society in
1917. The hallmark of Chevalier Jackson, typifying him, was his creative
ingenuity, his drive to teach and share his knowledge, cataloguing
thousands of aspirated objects so others could learn from the experience
and his great compassion for his patients. He was the original triple threat.
The Chevalier Q. Jackson Award was started in 1959 and is presented to
pioneers in the field of Bronchoesophagology who share these same traits
of excellence. As you read through the list of past recipients, you will
recognize each of them as great contributors to our specialty. It is a great
pleasure to bestow this year’s award to Charles N Ford, Jr., MD as I believe
he too emulates these characteristics of Jackson.
During his tenure as Professor and Chair of Otolaryngology at the University
of Wisconsin School of Medicine and Public Health, he was a forward and
creative thinker, making significant contributions in laryngology. He
CHARLES N. F ORD , JR ., MD
developed and expanded the national and international presence of the
Division of Otolaryngology at the University of Wisconsin to what it is today.
He helped create opportunities and helped to shape the careers of many of those who will lead us into
the next era. Our Chevalier Q. Jackson Lecturer, Nathan Welham, PhD, is direct evidence of Dr. Ford’s
genius in selection and fostering. Finally, his compassion and commitment to his patients is legendary in
Wisconsin. Residents and faculty alike strive to emulate his compassion and commitment as the
standard. There are so many things that can be said about Dr. Ford, but please know that I have
selected him as the Chevalier Q. Jackson Award recipient because I believe he is a great man
deserving this honor. I have been privileged to have worked for him and with him since the beginning of
my career. His insight and guidance to me has been priceless and indispensable. He is truly a giant in
our field. Please help me congratulate Dr. Ford for this award.
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CHEVALIER Q. JACKSON LECTURER
The Chevalier Q. Jackson Lecturer 2016 is Nathan Welham, PhD. His lecture is
entitled, “Go Big!”
Nathan is a rock star. A native of New Zealand, he was received his Ph.D. at the
University of Wisconsin with Dr. Diane Bless as his faculty advisor. He is the king of
proteomics of the larynx, receiving NIH Funding to support his research. He
reached national prominence and television exposure with a recent paper he
published in Science Translational Medicine entitled, Bioengineered vocal fold
mucosa for voice restoration. (Sci Transl Med 2015 Nov 18; 7(314):314ra187)
I asked Nathan to speak to us because of his brilliance, his research, his speaking
style, and his keen Kiwi wit and sense of humor. I also thought it appropriate that
NATHAN WELHAM , PH D the Chevalier Q. Jackson Lecturer would help headline the Chevalier Q. Jackson
Award winner. Dr. Ford recognized Nathan early on and was instrumental in
creating opportunities that placed him on his meteoric career path.
Finally, it should be pointed out that Nathan also successfully helped his wife deliver their youngest child
at home in an unexpectedly early delivery. There is nothing he can’t do. As you can see he likes to Go
Big. Please welcome him as our Chevalier Q. Jackson Lecturer.

ABEA’s Official Journal is now The Laryngoscope

As Editor-in-Chief of The Laryngoscope, I am very pleased that the ABEA has chosen us as their new
official journal. Scientific and clinical content is what drives a journal's reputation and success, and
we look forward to receiving excellent content from the ABEA meeting.
As you probably know, The Laryngoscope is the oldest journal in the specialty, dating back to 1896.
It is owned by the Triological Society, and is already the official journal of the Triological Society and
the American Laryngological Association. Our publisher is John Wiley & Sons Wiley Publications, and
the journal has had unprecedented success during its several year partnership with Wiley. The
Laryngoscope publishes clinical and basic science papers covering the entire spectrum of the specialty. We are
fortunate to have been the home for many landmark publications in the history of the specialty, and we look to
continue that tradition. In fact, a study of the 100 most cited papers in the specialty for the century of the 1900s
found that The Laryngoscope had more papers from that list than any other journal. A similar study of the Top 100
cited papers from the decade 2000-2009 also found The Laryngoscope to have the most cited papers.
But we are not resting on our laurels. Prior Editors such as Dr. Byron Bailey and Dr. Jonas Johnson have continuously
introduced new concepts to the journal such as the "Trio Society Best Practice" articles. We are now publishing
more systematic and evidence-based reviews, and we also recently launched a new Open Access journal Laryngoscope Investigative Otolaryngology - with Dr. Brad Welling as Editor-in-Chief. In addition to its print
circulation, The Laryngoscope also has an active and international online presence, with approximately 50,000
papers downloaded per month. Our journal's website is regularly updated, and we have a mobile electronic
version as well, suitable for reading on tablets or phones. I invite you to visit the journal's website at
www.laryngoscope.com.
Again, I am very pleased to have this new partnership with ABEA, and on behalf of the journal, we look forward to
working with you.
Sincerely,
Michael G Stewart, MD, MPH
Editor-in-Chief
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EDITOR’S
SECTION
ABEA Editor
Albert Merati, MD, FACS

I recently had the privilege of posing a simple question to four of our Past-Presidents. “What
does the ABEA mean to you?” I reached out to our leaders from roughly 5, 10, 15, and 20
years ago.
Just imagine - our 2021, 2026, 2031, and 2036 presidents are very likely reading this newsletter
here in 2016. Remember that the folks sitting next to you, perhaps just out of fellowship or
residency…the ones gearing up for their next talk at our podium and speaking with passion
about the field of Broncho-Esophagology…they will be our leaders in no time at all. Let us all
take time to acknowledge our mentors and teachers while continuing to invest
in our mentees and young colleagues.
Robin Cotton: “…several words come to mind, including the great privilege to
work with such collegial leaders and the opportunity to meet the diverse
needs of both adult and pediatric patients. (I remember) encouraging and
enhancing the commitment to a strong pediatric mission of ABEA and the
efforts I spent successfully to increase the membership…”
Gady Har-El: “…Joining the ABEA in 1998 gave me a great opportunity to rub
shoulders with the giants in our field. What a thrilling experience.
Being on the ABEA Council and serving as an Editor 2001-2005 gave me the
opportunity to have a leadership role, to serve and give back to the
organization, and...at the same time...to enjoy the camaraderie and
interaction with the members. And the ultimate....being the President of the
ABEA 2007 and "running the show" on a national level....a great experience. I
am proud to be a member of this young, energetic and vibrant
organization...the American Broncho-Esophagological Association.
Stan Shapshay: “..Thanks for asking me to reflect on what the ABEA means to
me - it's hard to believe that it's been 20 years since my Presidency year!
Membership in the ABEA was strongly encouraged by my mentors, Dr. Stuart
Strong and Dr. Charles Vaughan when I joined the Boston University faculty in
1977. The ABEA was my first academic society and active participation
meant having research ready for presentation each year for the national
meeting- the ABEA kind of "jump started" my academic career and honed my
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academic interests in the larynx and airway. The mentorship I received from senior council
members was crucial for my career development…”
Greg Postma: “…The ABEA to me has meant an association and meeting
encompassing “full service” laryngology and bronchoesophagology. No other
meeting brings together voice, dysphagia, airway and neoplastic concerns
like our group. In addition the ABEA has always looked closely for new talent
and engaged the young laryngologist in meeting development and
participation over the years - keeping it exciting and looking forward…”

PROPOSE A MEMBER TO JOIN ABEA!
Individuals who wish to become members of the association must be proposed and seconded by ABEA members and obtain letters of
support, among other requirements. Applications are due February 13, 2017. Please visit ABEA’s website at www.abea.net or contact the
ABEA offices for more information.
There are six classes of membership in the ABEA:

Active Members: The only class permitted to vote and hold office.

Allied Members: Practitioners in allied specialties.

International/Corresponding Members: Prohibited by geographical location from regular attendance to meetings.

Senior Members: Former active, associate, or corresponding members who may request after 25 years of membership or
after reaching age 65 to be relieved by the Council of the duties and prerogatives of their membership class.

Honorary Members: Individuals who have contributed in a unique way to Broncho-Esophagology, or whom the ABEA
confers a special honor.

Candidate Members: Individuals who are not yet eligible for active membership, but are interested in participating with
the ABEA.

Resident Members: Residents and fellows in training who are not yet eligible for candidate membership, but are
interested in participating with the ABEA.
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Professor Dr. Geza J. Jako from Melrose, Massachusetts was a world famous
surgeon, physician scientist, professor, inventor, educator, presidential
appointee, loving husband, devoted father, cherished grandfather, and
visionary. He was the inventor of soft tissue microsurgery, laser surgery, modern
techniques of minimally invasive surgery, and a White House Advisor for Cancer
to Presidents Ronald Reagan and George H. W. Bush. He passed away
surrounded by his family on November 1st. He was 85.
Dr. Jako was born in Budapest, Hungary in 1930 and graduated Summa Cum
Laude from Semmelweis Medical University in 1954. He became interested in
the field of Ear, Nose, and Throat (ENT) Surgery, as his maternal grandfather,
Professor Geza Krepuska, was the first chairman of Otology at the Semmelweis
Medical University. As a medical student, Dr. Jako’s interests included physics
and engineering, and he built one of the first electronystamograph (for vertigo
investigations) in the world as well as hearing measuring instruments.

G EZA JAKO , MD
1930-2015

As a “Freedom Fighter” during the 1956 Hungarian Revolution against the
occupying Soviet Union, Dr. Jako organized the ambulance and medical
emergency service, after which he was forced to escape the Communist
backlash. His former hospital in Budapest, Péterfy Sándor Street Hospital, is now
recognized as the “Hospital of the 1956 Revolution” and two historic
commemorative plaques attest to his contributions during the revolution, and
in 2000 he was recognized for his efforts with a Hungarian Knighthood.

Dr. Jako arrived in Boston, Massachusetts in 1957 after crossing the Atlantic Ocean aboard a U.S. Navy Military troop
transporter named the US Marine Carp as a refugee. He completed his specialty training in ENT, Head and Neck Surgery
at Harvard Medical School and later served on the faculty. In 1962, while at the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary, he
was the first to implant two electrodes into a patient’s cochlear to hear sounds. His pioneering efforts later lead to the
development of cochlear implants.
Also in 1962, he developed the first microsurgical instruments for the surgical treatment of the vocal cords and throat
cancer. In the same year, he established a private practice in a northern suburb of Boston, Melrose, Massachusetts while
continuing to operate in Boston hospitals. At Melrose-Wakefield Hospital he first applied these techniques, which later
became recognized as minimally invasive surgery.
In the late-1960s, he moved to Boston University School of Medicine (BU) while also continuing to operate at MelroseWakefield Hospital. While at BU, he used the first surgical carbon dioxide (CO2) laser that he and his physicist friend, Dr.
Thomas Polanyi†, developed. They used the laser on a number of preclinical experiments. The first successful human use
of the laser in surgery, other than that of the eye, occurred in 1971. Dr. Jako and his colleagues, Drs. M. Stuart Strong and
Charles Vaughn†, at BU conducted the surgery to treat a patient with a vocal cord tumor. Within a short period of time,
Dr. Jako had demonstrated that the laser is suited to the treatment of a wide range of head and neck lesions, and he
promoted the wider use of lasers in “all” medical disciplines with special emphasis on cancer treatment. He continued to
utilize the laser in his international surgical practice with patients from around the world at Melrose-Wakefield Hospital until
he retired from surgery in 1995, however he continued practicing medicine in the VA Healthcare System until 2003.
In 1973, he was appointed Professor and Director of Research at BU. He received a Professorship in Biomedical
Engineering at Northeastern University in Boston, and was Senior Lecturer at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
and conducted laser research in the MIT Spectroscopy Laboratory. In the 1970s, he spent two four-year terms in top
advisory positions at the National Institutes of Health in Communicative Sciences and General Medical Sciences where he
sanctioned matters concerned with biophysics, bioengineering, and genetics. He was then involved in matters
surrounding the Medical Device Amendments of 1976 where US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) began the regulation
of medical devices, at around which time he was the President of the Otolaryngology (ENT) Council.
In 1984, Dr. Jako published the new concept for fusing diagnostic (CT, MRI, and Ultrasound) images for improved diagnosis
and surgery, referred to today as computer–assisted, image guided surgical planning and therapy. In the late 1980s, in
collaboration with his friend Dr. Ferenc A. Jolesz†, widely recognized as “the father of modern day image-guided
therapy,” they pioneered and published the new concept of MRI-Guided Interstitial Laser Therapy.
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In the 1980s, Dr. Jako was a Founding Member, Past President, and Honorary Member of the American Society for Laser
Medicine and Surgery. Additionally, he was an honorary and emeritus member of numerous international and domestic
medical societies, and received several international and domestic awards for advancing his medical specialty and
pioneering laser and microsurgery. Of note, he received the prestigious “Hektoen Gold” award from the American
Medical Association in 1972 for inventing Laser Surgery, the Semmelweis Memorial Medal awards from his alma mater in
1972 and 1984, the “Special Commendation Award for Advancing Medicine” by the Harvard University Senate in 1995,
and the American College of Surgeons recognized his contributions in Laser Surgery as the architect of one of the fifty
significant inventions in surgery during the second half of the 20th Century. Dr. Jako is recognized as “the father of laser
surgery,” and his students, such as Dr. Steven M. Zeitels at Massachusetts General Hospital, have gone on to become
some of the top ENT and Laser surgeons in the world.
He was an early supporter and member to the Hungarian Society of Massachusetts with his close friend and former
classmate Professor Dr. Károly Balogh. Dr. Jako was elected to the Hungarian Academy of Sciences in 2001. His work,
entitled “Hungarian Born Scientists who made the 20th Century”, is exhibited in the Hall of the Hungarian National Museum
in Budapest. There he is among two dozen other scientists such as Eotvos†, Szentgyorgyi†, Teller†, von Bekessy†, and other
Nobel Prize Laureates.
Endoscopic laser surgery in ENT became one of the most important treatments for throat cancer in the United States,
Europe, and globally. It is the minimally invasive treatment for throat cancer that has saved thousands of “voice boxes”
annually for three decades, and this continues today. In cooperation with his dentist colleague Dr. Harvey Apotheker,
they pioneered Micro and Laser Dentistry. With his physician son, Dr. Ronald von Jako, and surgeon colleagues in the US,
Hungary, and Germany, they developed and pioneered surgical instruments for Minimal and Direct Access Surgery in the
areas of cardiothoracic surgery, urology, gynecology, general and vascular surgery, orthopedics, and spinal surgery. This
has been referred to as “Keyhole Surgery”.
In addition to his many contributions to medicine, in 1982, he
received White House Advisory Positions appointed by President
Ronald Reagan to the National Cancer Advisory Board, and in
1990 to the three member President’s Cancer Panel appointed by
President George H. W. Bush. Dr. Jako is listed in Who’s Who in
American Politics, Chairman of American-Hungarian Republican
National Federation 1970-1974 (with his theoretical physicist friend
Edward Teller† as Honorary Chairman). He was elected as “atlarge Delegate” for the 1976 Republican National Convention.
Over his career, Dr. Jako generated over 150 publications
including textbook chapters and seven US patents relating to
Minimally Invasive, Micro and Laser Surgery. His patents were
licensed to several companies of which he became an advisor. In
addition, there are over 120 surgical instruments bearing his name
from several different leading medical device companies. Dr.
Jako is especially known for his endoscopic instruments in which
DRS . ZEITELS , GRILLONE , J AKO
he designed, developed, and first applied the use of high
AND GRUNDFAST
intensity fiber-optic light cables and source in surgery for
S PRING 2015
microsurgical techniques of the larynx. This is now widely used
and helped pave the way for modern endoscopic surgeries. In fact, one of his instruments known as the “Jako laryngoscope” was mentioned twice in the popular paperback version of “M*A*S*H Goes to Paris.”
Dr. Jako was also an avid philanthropist where he donated medical instruments and assisted in renovating operating suites
outside the US. He loved the theater, the arts, and enjoyed playing tennis, swimming, skiing, and vacationing with his
family.
He is survived by his loving wife of 50 years Maria M. (Gal) von Jako, his three children; Dr. Ronald A. von Jako of Saugus
and his wife Ava, Cynthia M. von Jako of North Reading and her husband Carl F. Taylor, Dr. Christopher R. von Jako of
Lynnfield and his wife Sheri, his sister Klara Mertz and brother Ferenc Légrády of Budapest, Hungary. Dr. Jako is also the
cherished grandfather of Nolan C. von Jako, Drew J. von Jako, Christian A. von Jako, and by many nieces and nephews.
Predeceased by his older sister, Irene Esztergalyi, in 1998 of Budapest, Hungary.
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10th Annual Foreign Body Pediatric Airway Endoscopy Course

ABEA Past President Ellen Deutsch, Ian N. Jacobs and Karen Zur presented the 10th Annual Foreign Body
Pediatric Airway Endoscopy Course on March 29, 2016 in Philadelphia, PA.
The course was offered to junior ENT residents who wanted to increase their endoscopy skills.
Dr. Jacobs was the keynote speaker lecturing on his current research involving button battery ingestion in
children.
The annual event featured additional lectures, an Airway Simulator Lab, and hands-on experience with
foreign body removal with a Piglet Foreign Body Lab.

Dr. Michael Kuo, ear, nose and throat surgeon from Birmingham, UK was in attendance along with 32
residents, 3 fellows and 17 faculty members.

ABEA Needs YOU!
Do you have a newsworthy item or would you like to submit a news
article for ABEA’s Newsletter?
ABEA is looking for contributing authors to expand the newsletter.
The next deadline is August 15, 2016.
Please send your newsletter item to abea@facs.org.
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SUPPORT THE ABEA TODAY!
We would also like to recognize the following members who have
made notable contributions to the development efforts of the ABEA:
President’s Circle Contributors: Jonathan Aviv, Andrew Blitzer, James
Burns, Ellen M. Friedman, Gregory A. Grillone, Gady Har-El, Peter
Koltai, Jamie Koufman, J. Scott McMurray, Gregory Postma,
Clarence Sasaki, Peter Sasaki, Dana M. Thompson, Eiji Yanagisawa,
Peak Woo, Steven Zeitels
Council Leadership Circle Contributors: Milan Amin, Michael Benninger,
Albert Merati, Reza Rahbar, Gresham Richter, J. Paul Willging, Karen Zur
Membership Circle Contributors: Mark Gerber, Kiminori Sato, Hirohito Umeno
Button Battery Task Force Contributors: American Academy of Pediatrics, Ian
Jacobs, Kris Jatana

To make your contribution, visit the ABEA website www.abea.net and click on
“Support ABEA”. You may log into the new ABEA Members area at
www.abea.net or fill in the form directly online.
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The American Broncho-Esophagological Association
ABEA 2015-2016 Donor Support Form
Tax Exempt# 56-6060790

( ) YES - I want to be a member of the ABEA’s President’s Circle:

□ $2500 □ $5000 □ $10,000

□ ____ (other amount)

( ) YES - I want to be a member of the ABEA’s Leadership Circle:

□$500 □ $750 □ $1000 □ $2000

□ ____ (other amount)

( ) YES - I want to be a member of the ABEA Membership Circle:

□$50 □ $100 □ $200 □ $300 □ $400 □ ____ (other amount)
( ) YES - I want to contribute to the Button Battery Task Force:

□$50 □ $100 □ $200 □ $300 □ $400 □ ____ (other amount)
Please process my contribution on my personal credit card
___Visa ___MC ___AMEX
Personal Cards Only
Name on card: ____________________________________________________
Card #________________________________________ CCV: _____________ Expiration
Date:______________

Billing Zip________________________

Signature

__________________________________________________________________

Opportunities for bequests are welcomed.
This form may be submitted to ABEA Headquarters at abea@facs.org ,
fax to 312-278-0793 or mail:
ABEA c/o American College of Surgeons
633 N. St. Clair St.
Chicago, IL 60613
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Congratulations to ABEA Council Member, Tanya Meyer on the birth of her baby girl, Gaby.

Gregory A. Grillone is this year's recipient of the Triological Society's Edmund Prince Fowler
Award for his thesis entitled The Color of Cancer: Margin Guidance for Oral Cancer Resection
Using Elastic Scattering Spectroscopy (ESS).

Akihiro Shiotani, Professor and Chairman at the National Defense Medical College
Department of Otolaryngology, was elected President of the Japan Laryngological
Association on March 5, 2016.

OPPORTUNITY:
Cornell/Sean Parker Institute is recruiting a laryngologist to join their team. Please contact Lucian Sulica.

Are your ABEA Dues up to date? ABEA Bylaws state that any member, who is in
arrears for the two most recent year’s annual dues, shall be expelled from the
membership of ABEA. Log into your ABEA Member Profile by clicking here now to
pay your dues today!
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The Pharyngoesophageal Committee of the ABEA would
like to invite you to the inaugural meeting of the Surgical
Dysphagia Workgroup to take place on Wednesday May
18th from 5-7PM in Columbus GH at the Hyatt Regency
during COSM in Chicago. Although there have been
great strides in improving our diagnostic capabilities,
there has been little innovation in the surgical management
of dysphagia. We hope that this workgroup will stimulate
awareness, innovation, and progress and hope to see you
in Chicago!!
If you can attend, please RSVP affirmative by Friday,
May 13th to Katie Fitzgerald at kafitzgerald@facs.org.
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Do we have your current information?
Notify ABEA Management if you change
positions, institutions or update your
email address. We would like to stay in
touch!

PAY YOUR ABEA DUES BY MAY 15!
Need an invoice? Email us at
abea@facs.org or Log into your
member profile. Click here to
request a password.
Your log in is your email address.

Email us at abea@facs.org.

American Broncho-Esophagological Association
c/o ACS
633 N. St. Clair Street
Chicago, IL 60611
855-876-2232
Fax: 312-278-0793
abea@facs.org
www.abea.net
Copyright © 2016 ABEA. All rights reserved.
You are receiving this message because you are a member of ABEA.
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